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The  Hautes  of  Kent
Professor Charles  Ross’ new biography of  Richard  III and  Jeremy Potter’s
review of it in The  Daily Telegraph  have  provoked  comments  on  both authors’
confusion  regarding the various members of the Haute  family alive  in  Yorkist
England. Confusion  about this family is by no means confined to  these works
and easily explained, for the Hautes were prolific and  addicted  to the  Christian
names of  William, Richard, James and Martin.  They were  a  prosperous, well
connected gentry family, marrying with  the  Woodvilles, Darells and Peytons
among others, they were  linked with  both London and  legal  dynasties besides the
Queens of Edward IV and  Henry VII and they had  many family connections
among the  1483  rebels.  They were one of the many families some of  whose
members stayed loyal to  Richard  III in  1483 while  others risked rebellion.  Those
who  took  the wiser  course  in  1483  eased  matters  for  their erring relatives or
profited from their troubles, and in  1485  all parties reversed réles. The  main
representatives  of the Haute  family in the Yorkist  period  therefore deserve to be
briefly delineated, particularly as the family have  been the object of an  exhaustive
genealogical  work:  W. G. Davis, The  Ancestry of Mary Isaac,  Portland, Maine
1955 (pp.140—193 especially.  I  am indebted to Mr.  Philip Blake for  drawing my
attention to  this useful  work).

William, born  about 1390, was the son of Sir  Nicholas Haute  of Kent and
Alice  Coven. He married as his second  wife, Joan, daughter of Sir  Richard
Woodville, also  of Kent, and thereby undoubtedly acquired for his  family the
Woodville fecundity besides  a  future connection  with  the royal  house. He and his
wife had  a  large  family, the eldest of whom was the  future  Sir  William (possibly,
however, the son of  a  first  wife), Richard, Edward, James, Alice  who  married  Sir
John  Fogge of Repton, a  notable  Yorkist  counsellor, Joan who  married  Sir
George Darell of  Littlecote, Wiltshire, Anne who  nearly married Sir  John  Paston,
besides  Elizabeth and Margaret.

Sir  William  was born either  about  1419  or  about  1430, depending on
whether his  mother  was his father’s  first  or  s_econd wife. He himself probably
married Joan  Home.  He was  a  justice  of the peace in Kent and in 1465 received
knighthood  at the coronation of  Elizabeth  Woodville, having been in Edward
IV’s  service since 1461. He was  a close  associate of Sir  John  Fogge  and was one
of  those  who joined the  1483 revolt against  Richard 111. He died in  1497 leaving
a  large  family: William, Thomas, Alice, John, Robert, James, Richard, and
others.

Richard  Haute  (the elder) was Sir  William’s  brother.  In  1469  he married
Elizabeth Tyrell, widow  of Sir Robert  Darcy (she  continued  to be  known  as
Dame  Elizabeth Darcy till her  death  in 1507). She brought him  estates  in  Essex.
He was the elder of the two Richard Hautes of Edward  IV’s reign  and by 1477
was  living at The  Mote, Ightham, Kent.  In  1472  he was appointed one of the
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counsellors and  tutors  of the Prince of Wales and in  1475  was among the escort
taking Margaret of Anjou to France. In  1483  he was  again  in an escort, this  time
bringing Edward  V  to London and may have been arrested and imprisoned by
Richard  Duke of  Gloucester.  He appears to  have entered  into  a bond in 700
marks  with William Catesby on  this  date probably in  connection with  his  good
behaviour and safety (D.  Williams, The  hastily drawn up will  of  William  Catesby
25  August  1485, Leicestershire  Archaeological  and  Historical Society
Transactions, 51 (1975—6), p.47). He was  definitely not  executed  with  Rivers,
Grey and  Vaughan, however, as  claimed  by Sir  Thomas  More (who  also
mistakenly calls  him a  knight).  He was named as an  executor  by Anthony, Lord
Rivers.  Not  surpn'singly he was involved in the  Buckingham rebellion like  his

brother and was attainted. In March 1485 he received  a  pardon  (CPR  1476—85,
p.543).  He  died  in  1487, leaving his  heir  Edward  aged  eleven. Of his two
daughters, Isabel married Ralph St.  Leger  and Anne married  Thomas Peyton  of
Isleham, Cambridgeshire, and secondly John Gaynesford of Crowhurst, Surrey.

James Haute was, like  his  brothers, Sir William and  Richard, brought into
Yorkist service  through  his Woodville mother. He was  a  squire of the body by

1480 and for  good  service  against the rebels in  1483  he was granted  Ightham
Mote and  other  lands of his rebel brother, Richard. He  continued successfully in
royal  service  under  Henry VII and  died  in 1505 leaving sons, Edward, Alan and
Henry.  Another  James  Haute, son of  Martin, alive  in the Yorkist period is easily
confused  with  the James of  Ightham Mote.

Sir  Richard Haute  (the younger) was  born  about  1446.  His first  wife  was

Eleanor R005 and he was  a  notable  courtier, soldier  and man at arms, being one
of  winners  at the courtly sports  held to celebrate the marriage of the  Duke  of
York  in  1477. Richard  Duke of Gloucester, knighted  him in  1482  and he  appears
to  have  remained  loyal  during Richard III’s reign.  He was one of the  King’s
carvers under Henry VII.  He made his  will  15 December  1499  and was buried at
the Augustine Friars, Canterbury. His parentage is not certain but W. G.  Davis
makes out  a  good  case for his being son of the Edmund Haute, who was  buried
in  Canterbury Cathedral in  1488,  and grandson of Nicholas,  brother  of the
William  Haute who married Joan  Woodville.  All three of  them  held  the manor of
Swerdling.  Like  so many of the  Hautes this  Edmund was also in Edward  IV’s
service in  a  minor way.

The  Sherifl‘ Hutton Saga Revisited
Dr. Bernard J uby has sent the  following note:

The standard  Churchill  interpretation of Dodsworth’s description of the

tomb  has  three coats  of arms on the tomb, together  with  the cross of St.  George,
1.6.:

l.  Neville, Earl of Salisbury—Montacute and Monthermer  quarterly,
quartering Neville.

2.  Franc; and  England quarterly, a  label of three points ermine cantoned
gules .

3. Beauchamp quartering Newburgh.
These  shields  have been taken  to represent Edward of Middleham, Prince of

Wales. (For an explanation of these arms see  Ricardian  nos. 70, 71, 72, 73,
1980, the  label  in no.  2  was  that  used by his  father  when  Duke).
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As the eldest son of the  King of England the  Black  Prince  differenced his
arms by means  of  a  label  argent (having changed  from  the label  azure  when
France was quartered  with  England by his father Edward 111) and this form
remains  to  this  day. Edward of Middleham, Prince  of Wales should  have  borne  a
similar  label argent and so the use of  a  label ermine  cantoned  (gules) seems  odd,
especially since the Chester sword  shows  the traditional form (Pamela Tudor-
Craig, Richard  III,  National  Portrait Gallery 1973, item  54).

So, looking again  at Dodsworth’s  blazons  (either the original Dodsworth or
the  Churchill  transcript) we  have  the  equivalent  of:
‘.  .  .  France and England  a  m  er  cantoned  (gules)
quarty. 1(Beauchamp) 2(Newburgh).’
Both  authors are most explicit in their descriptions of the arms of Richard
Neville described  immediately before in  that they state, ‘3 as  2  and  4  as  l’—a
frequent occurrence  when  detailing quarterings. No  such  detail  occurs in the
Beauchamp/Newburgh quarterings!  If they were to  follow  the  same  pattern then
a  quartered  shield  of Beauchamp and Newburgh would have read, ‘Quarty l,
(Beauchamp) 2, (Newburgh), 3  as  2  and  4  as l.’ Alternatively ‘Beauchamp
quartering Newburgh’ would  be acceptable.

Attention  has  also  been drawn to the  position  on the pages and the relative
spacings of the  blazons, for  example  £210  ending ‘France and England fl'l er,
cantoned, and at the top of f.  210b‘ qur 1y 1  Beauchamp etc...’ The ‘qur’ly’ does
not  start with a  capital  letter  and could be  construed  as  a continuation  of the
preceding blazon  since the start of  a  new sentence at the  beginning of  a  new page
would  make  an upper  case letter  almost de  rigueur.  Supposing that' m starting the
new page and  continuing from  ‘Quarterly France and  England,’ ‘qur’ly’ was
inadvertantly used  instead  of  ‘impaling l Beauchamp, 2 Newburgh’ we  would
then have a  near perfect description of the seal of Richard as Lord of  Glamorgan
(see  NPG illustration referred to above) but  with  the important difference in that
the  label  is cantoned (gules)?

\
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What  more  natural than  to  show  a  son’s  arms as  those  borne by his father and in
the style of his  father’s  seal  but suitably differenced?  The use of the pre-existing
arms of  Richard  Neville  would  neatly denote his  right  to the  ‘missing’ Neville,
Montacute and Monthermer quarterings! It is  thus  possible  that  there  were  only
two  coats being described  (c.f. Torre) and if this was the  case  then the  tomb  and
the effigy undoubtedly belong to Edward of Middleham, Prince of Wales.

The  King’s  Evil
The  following note has  been  sent  by William White:

There  may be no record of Edward IV ceremonially touching victims  of the
disease (P. T. Stone, A brief history of the  King’s  Evil, The  Ricardian  No. 76,
pp.14—16) yet, just  as the royal touch of Richard III was to be spurned (as
alleged  in an incident reported many years afterward, ibid.,  p.15), that  of Edward
seems to  have  proved equally repellent to  sufferers.  In the document, compiled
about  1500, which  bears  the tale of  a  successful appeal to the dead  Henry VI,
over the  head  of the  living Richard, is  a second  example of cure from the  King’s
Evil attributed to the late monarch. Margaret  Tryll, who had been  afflicted with
the complaint for three years, made  a  spontaneous recovery at the interqession of
the  said  Henry ‘while he yet lay at  Chertsey’,  (S. Leslie and R.  Knox, The
Miracles  of Henry VI, Cambridge  1923, pp.124—S).

Although  the  above  account  assigns  no  date  to thé  event  the unnamed
ruling king whose  touch  was rejected may be identified as Edward on internal
evidence. The body of Henry was translated from  Chertsey to Windsor in
August 1484  therefore an illness of  three  years duration, cured at the Chertsey
shrine, must  have been  contracted no later  than  l481—when Edward was
available to  perform  the  prescribed touching.

Recent writers  on the subject (Spencer, in the  work  cited by Dr. Stone, and
Wolffe in his  Henry VI, 1981), ignore  this  earlier instance of the rejection of the
healing touch  of the  reigning monarch and  seize upon  the allegations in the
Agnes Freman  episode, specifically disparaging of the ‘usurper’.

The  Nevills  of  Brancepeth  and  Raby
James  Petre  has  sent  the  following clarification of his  ‘The Nevills  of Brancepeth
and Raby 1425—1499, Part I’, Ricardian  No. 75, p.432  note 40. As it stands  this
note may be  misleading to those interested in  pursuing the Earl of  Salisbury’s
indenture for the office of the wardenship of the Western March  1431.  The
indenture has not in fact survived but is referred to and  partially repeated in the
warrant  for  issue E404/47/431  (PRO).  Finally,  in Part II,  Ricardian  No. 76,
page 13 line  2 should read ‘from  12/6/1455 till 9/8/1475  at the  higher  rates of
1420’.  This  is to  correct  Dr.  Storey’s  own correction.
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